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above all
James and Claudia Gray’s brilliant new 

timber frame farmhouse is a fitting addition 

to a site steeped in military history

self-build  |  essex  |  jan 2010 - jun 2012  |  size: 392m2  

land cost: already owned  |  build cost: £600,000 (£1,530/m2)  |  value: £950,000

Exterior
the timber frame structure consists of two linear 
elements joined by walkways, with a courtyard in 
the centre. the bedroom wing is one-and-a-half 
storey, with a central tower bedroom, while the living 
areas sit beneath a rolled zinc roof, which reflects 
the corrugated roofs of the adjoining nissen huts 
— the site was formerly used for the 381st uSaF 
bombardment group in the Second World War
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Timber Cladding
the cladding is green fresh-
sawn uK larch, from a local 
timber merchant, fixed with 

stainless steel screws. a mix of 
horizontal and vertical boarding 

breaks up the long lines 

Airbase Buildings
the military buildings (as right), 
most of which are now used as 

agricultural stores, still take up most 
of the site. they serve as some of 

the best-preserved former american 
airbases left in the uK, and James 
and Claudia have enthusiastically 
embraced their custody of them, 

organising celebrations and 
gatherings

Homes
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Low-Energy Living
all the fixed glazing is triple 
glazing. the house is heated by a 
mix of ground-source heat pump 
(with the electricity to run the 
pumps supplied by on-site Pv 
panels) and an 8kW stove. the 
designer, Cameron Scott, used 
dynamic thermal modelling to 
predict heat requirements and 
the impact of the sun on the way 
the house performs. much of the 
house opens up onto the private 
interior courtyard
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Using the Sun
because of the amount of glazing 

in the house, the slate floor from 
grey Slate & Stone – which sits on 

a concrete screed coupled with 
underfloor heating – acts as a bit of 

a thermal store, releasing heat during 
the evening and night

Steel Meets Timber
the introduction of steel 

tension rods into the frame 
structure to replace the 

traditional corner bracing 
allows much greater 

flexibility in the internal 
layout and reduces the 

amount of timber on show

Homes
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Master 
Bedroom
the ground floor 
master bedroom 
is situated in the 
more private 
section of the 
layout (one of 
the key problems 
of single storey 
design being 
that bedrooms 
become all too 
accessible to 
visitors). the 
flooring is in 
fact 23mm bb 
grade birch-
faced plywood 
which came in 
big sheets and 
was routed to 
resemble wide 
floorboards. 
Corridors are all 
exceptionally 
light as they 
overlook the 
private courtyard

Kitchen
the large kitchen is from 
baker & baker. the single 
storey house feels very 
generous thanks to the high 
ceilings and rooflights, from 
JPJ installations

Homes
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There can be few building plots more 
interesting and bathed in real, atmos-
pheric history than that owned by 
James Gray, a young farmer/business-
man and his wife, actress Claudia. This 

was first and foremost a pretty good bit of north Essex 
farmland, some 30 acres plus a collection of stores, and 
cried out for a farmhouse, which James and Claudia 
planned to build. But the fact that this place was in fact 
a Second World War airbase, occupied by the USAF 
381st Bombardment Group, and the stores were in fact 
some of the finest surviving original Nissen hut com-
plexes remaining in the UK, made this not so much a 
housebuilding project as a voyage of discovery.

Some 13 years on from buying the land, they have 
ended up with a beautiful, modern, timber farmhouse and 
taken on a new role as unofficial custodians/historians/
celebrants of the airbase and its brave former occupants 
— 1 in 2 aircrew didn’t return back after their missions.

“It was back in 2004 when we started to try and get 
planning. We needed to prove the economic viability 
of the site to make a case for a new farmhouse here,” 
explains James. “The first planning application was 
refused — in fact a Planning Committee member said, 
‘Why would anyone want to live here?’”

With the project running out of steam, James, who was 
drenched in research for the future project, met a designer 
called Cameron Scott at a timber framing conference.

“We didn’t want to build a traditional timber frame 
house,” explains James. “It wouldn’t have been appro-
priate here surrounded by all these Nissen huts. I was 
listening to Cameron talk about introducing steel ties and 
curved roofing into timber systems and it just clicked.” 
Claudia takes up the story. “The challenge was to beautify 
what could be seen as quite an unforgiving industrial site 
on the farm. Cameron has created something modern, 
but which looks like it has been here sitting quite hap-
pily among these huts for years.”

With a growing family – the Grays now have three 
young children – the brief was simple: a sustainable, 
timber, family home that would work with the unique 
surroundings and sit low to the landscape. Devon-
based Cameron’s resulting design is a house formed of 
two linear elements (one a single storey ‘public’ space 
with living rooms and kitchen, the other a one-and-a 
-half storey ‘family’ space with bedrooms) linked by two 
walkways, forming a central courtyard that provides a 
safe area for the children on this busy working farm 
(and shelter from the East Anglian winds).

Bedrooms & Bathrooms
the interiors are perfectly understated, 

with the douglas fir frame being 
highlighted without dominating the rooms. 
one of the biggest headaches was getting 

blinds to fit the roof lantern in one of the 
children’s bedrooms (top), with the tower 

providing the ultimate bedroom (above) for 
another lucky offspring 

words: 
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What We’ve Learned
what is your favourite part of the house?

“the glancing views from the courtyard through 

the house to the landscape outside are always 

lovely. We’re particularly pleased with the open 

downstairs living space, with the kitchen linking 

through to the dining area, through to the 

hallway and into the living room.”

what, if anything, would you  

do differently next time round? 

“two things. Firstly, build a bigger boot room…

it’s a working farm after all. and don’t buy a 

dodgy rainwater harvesting system off ebay 

— hunt for bargains and value but don’t take 

chances with quality or the supplier on big 

items that are difficult to reverse.”

what advice would you pass on to others? 

“endeavour and plan to have the immediate 

garden and landscape usable — it’s much 

better to walk on grass and paths rather than 

mud where possible! lastly, despite the odd 

problem, we would both say ‘use ebay’! it’s 

a great source of interesting materials and 

finishings.”

“I’ve completely changed my 
whole outlook towards what 
makes a beautiful home” s
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e
nergy efficiency was 

a key driver within 

james and claudia’s 

brief. designer cameron 

used dynamic thermal 

modelling to predict the 

home’s performance, allowing 

him to optimise things 

like roof overhangs, floor 

construction and glazing 

orientation to ensure the 

house stayed warm without 

getting too hot (the house 

is naturally ventilated — it 

is in fact pleasantly breezy 

and open on a warm 

late summer’s day). 

the house is primarily 

heated by a ground-source 

heat pump, powered by part 

of the whopping 50kw Pv 

array (that’s 200 panels, 

and should net james and 

claudia a sizeable five figure 

tax-free annual income in 

coming years under the 

feed-in tariff scheme). 

there’s also a rais stove in 

the living room that can kick 

out 8kw, and solar thermal 

too. “because extra care was 

taken when designing and 

laying out the loops for the 

ground-source heat pump, 

they’re achieving a coP 

(coefficient of performance) 

on the heating side averaging 

4.6,” explains cameron. 

of course, it’s not just the 

energy generation side of 

things that has been well 

designed. there’s 165mm 

of celotex floor insulation 

and the walls enjoy 160mm 

of wood fibre steico flex 

insulation too — making this 

a hugely wrapped-up home. 

all the rooflights and fixed 

glass is triple glazed too. 

no wonder it achieves 

what cameron calls “near-

PassivHaus standards.”

eCo Credentials
The structure is a perfect juxtaposition of traditional 

and modern techniques. The Douglas fir frame utilises 
mortice and tenon joints, but does away with the corner 
bracing found in traditional frames and replaces them 
with steel tension rods. This means that the frame allows 
a much freer, open approach to the internal layout than 
would be allowed by the more traditional bay arrange-
ment. 

This is also a very efficient house to run, coming in 
at a touch below Passivhaus standard in terms of heat 
demand (see right) and the use of timber is not just 
confined to the frame. It’s used in the floor and roof 
deck, the insulation, cladding and also, in the form of 
birch-faced ply, an unusual but highly impressive floor 
covering specified by Claudia. 

“We took on very traditional boy/girl roles in the pro-
ject!” laughs Claudia. “James managed all the structural 
stuff and I concentrated on the interiors.” And what a 
job she did too — the interior feel is warm and relaxed, 
with the open plan spaces toned down to give a cosier 
feel without losing any of the light that is a key part of 
the design’s success. It’s finished off with a never-ending 
array of the type of happened-upon shabby, earthy bits of 
furniture that require a real eye to make work (as opposed 
to chucking money at a high-end antique shop) and are 
a fundamental part of this glorious home’s success. “I 
feel like I’ve had a hell of an education,” says Claudia. 
“And I’ve completely changed my whole outlook towards 
what makes a beautiful home.” 

Of course, this project isn’t just about a new contem-
porary timber farmhouse, as wonderful as it is. James 
and Claudia have fully embraced their accidental role 
as custodians of the airfield, discovering more about its 
history, and gradually beginning to open up the build-
ings for special weekends celebrating the remarkable 
achievements of the people who called this airfield 
home — temporarily at least. The new occupants have 
certainly done them proud. n

James & Claudia’s Suppliers
designer Cameron scott of timber design ..................................  01626 854405

Kitchen baker & baker .............................................................................  01787 279119

bathrooms bathstore ...............................................................................  bathstore.com 

aston Matthews ...........................................................................................  020 7226 7220

villeroy & boch .............................................................................................  villeroy-boch.com

showers Matki ..............................................................................................  01454 322888

bathroom tiles topps tiles ..................................................................  0800 783 6262

slate flooring Grey slate & stone ......................................................  01766 514700

lighting ikea .................................................................................................  ikea.com/gb

holloways of ludlow  ................................................................................  020 8332 9442

twentytwentyone  ....................................................................................  020 7837 1900

rooflights JpJ installations ...................................................................  01376 528111

building control Jhai  ..............................................................................  01308 488656
the floorplan consists 
of two distinct 
wings — to one 
side a one-and-half 
storey bedroom 
wing (there’s also a 
bedroom within the 
double-height tower, 
not shown here), 
and to the other, 
the largely open 
plan living spaces. 
they’re joined by two 
walkways which form 
a internal sheltered 
courtyard. 
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